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Proactive management of ocean freight

It all goes back to building a proactive

costs remains a cloudy goal for shippers.

freight management strategy. For instance,

Without a careful eye on the factors

proactive management includes the use

influencing freight rates, a supply chain

of real-time container tracking software

manager will see a gradual, if not sudden,

which allows shippers to view container

rise in ocean freight costs over the course

movements without the hardware and

of 2020. Failure to maintain control

data of managing traditional systems.

over ocean freight spend often involves

Under typical pressures of multi-system

a misunderstanding of the top issues

management, supply chain management

affecting rates. Yet, rates for 2020 are

platforms may fail. However, unified data

expected to increase due to the challenges

sources can provide real-time container

in the industry, reports M. Can Fidan of

visibility.

More Than Shipping. Fidan goes on to
state there are major challenges remain in
keeping ocean freight spend under control

This helps shippers avoid surprise
demurrage fees, handle exceptions, update

as the industry evolves, as shown below.

ETAs, and more. So, leaders need more

“The first challenge is the 10% tariff on

can help shippers eliminate the reasons

$300 billion worth of products, in addition

for higher freight spend, intervening when

to previous tariff waves, as well as China’s

necessary, even when rates are lower than

final suspension on U.S. agri-products. This

in prior years.

proactive solutions, and real-time data

means that China will stop buying agriproducts, and their slow down on lumber,
petrochemicals, and other commodity
imports will continue. As a result, the
equipment surplus in certain agri-regions

tariff on $300B
worth of proudcts

10%

will continue to rise and freight rates will
continue to plunge for cargo going to Asia.
As of today, we see ocean rates are falling
by 20%-30% in the past few months to
Asia.”

Ocean rates
are falling by

20-30%
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To help supply chain leaders achieve that goal, this white paper will delve into those
specific reasons, including:
TT

TT

TT

The influence of government regulations
and compliance violation fees in ocean
shipping.
How international trade tariffs,
specifically those between the U.S. and
China, impact ocean freight rates.
The lack of real-time ocean vessel data,
giving rise to poor visibility and higher
costs throughout the supply chain,
including higher drayage and demurrage
fees.

TT

TT

TT

TT

Unexpected, unplanned arrival of
shipments that starts the countdown
clock before the assessment of
demurrage fees.
The role of weather and climate change
in impacting ocean freight speed,
departure and arrival.
How outdated data leads to assumptionbased decision making.
Limited collaboration within the supply
chain.
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Ocean Freight
Costs Reflect
Multi-Government
Regulations and Fees

“It appears that higher freight rates on the

According to DB Schenker’s Now That’s

(TEUs).

Logistics, one such regulation that will
create significant challenges in 2020
evolves in emissions’ standards:
“Beginning January 1, 2020, the limit
for sulfur in fuel oil used on board ships
operating outside designated emission
control areas will be reduced to 0.50% m/m
(mass by mass) versus a previous limit
of 3.50% m/m, according to the new IMO

north Asia-Oceania corridor have been
caused by a reduction in the supply of
marine carriage. Maersk, Hamburg Sud and
MSC suspended one of their loops earlier
in the year, which cut capacity by four
ships of 5,000 twenty-foot equivalent units

Although a rival consortium (HMM, APL
and Evergreen) later added capacity back
to the trade, Drewry reports that “the total
number of slots available to the market was
still lower than in March thanks to other
service rationalisations and void sailings …
fewer slots countered the demand lull and
pushed Northeast Asia-to-Oceania ship
utilisation up from around 60% in March to

2020 regulation.

just over 80% in October.”

To meet IMO requirements, for example,

Shippers will be able to maintain

refineries are blending fuel oils that
have both high and low sulfur content to
achieve a compliant fuel oil. Other options
include the use of fuel additives, exhaust
gas cleaning systems (“scrubbers”), or
biofuels.”

operational governance of ocean freight
shipping via their quarterly business
reviews (QBR). These reviews allow
shippers to embed data points, understand
trends by analyzing the data, increase
visibility and monitor ocean carriers’
activities.

The new IMO regulation will likely lead
to higher fuel surcharges. In conjunction
with lower capacity from the APAC market,
both will lead to higher ocean freight rates.
According to FreightWaves,

Northeast Asiato-Oceania ship
utilisation up to

80%

limit for sulfur in fuel oil
used on board some
ships increased to

0.50%
m/m
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Since carriers understand their data

the threat of future tariffs will lead to

will be used for the generation of KPIs

limited carrier networks and higher ocean

specific by the shipper and a thorough

freight spend. Moreover, carriers may

review of routing options and their costs,

increase rates to combat the additional

shippers can ensure the chosen carriers

charges associated with ocean freight

are taking the necessary steps to maintain

shipping and cross-border trade.

compliance with regulations, as well as pay
applicable fines or fees. This practice has
a natural rationale for ensuring compliance
with IMO standards.

This is an ideal example of how
standardizing data across all carriers
into a central planning and traceability
platform can ensure actual freight
spend reflects planned freight spend.

International Trade
Tariffs Undermine
Ocean Freight
Planning
Fees are not the only problem with a failure
to comply with regulations. As explained
by David Noah of Shipping Solutions,
“ignorance of export regulations leaves you
vulnerable to product seizures or fines and
penalties.” While logistics problems can

Additionally, real-time information on
shipment status, location, and other
details offers significant benefits for
improving carrier contract negotiations,
analyzing customer service, and creating
a transparent and predictable pricing
model. Moreover, gaining access to
more than 124,000 voyages’ pricing and
96% of the world’s sailing schedules,
helps shippers understand what is
available, where it is available, and make
a determination of how different origins/
destinations will affect pricing.

be solved with money and more visibility,
finding ways to ensure compliance
with regulations is another animal. This
problem is exacerbated through the onset
and implementation of additional tariffs
between the US and China.
Within this factor, shippers also realize
another problem. Failure to consider how
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Global Supply Chain
Managers Lack
Real-Time Ocean
Vessel Data and May
Experience Added
Fees
The issue of lackluster access to and
use of data forms a critical concern for
ocean freight cost management. When left
unattended, ocean freight carriers may
fail to deliver freight on time, presenting

port. Remember, reports are effective
businesses, so failure to maintain
transparency and timeliness in loading/
unloading of freight and containers
increases the risk of demurrage charges.
As explained by Shapiro, exact demurrage
fees vary by carrier and port. But still, they
range between $50 and $100 per day, and
in some cases upwards of $200 to $300
per day. Applied across multiple shipments,
they add up to big expenses. At the same
time, demurrage charges become selfpropagating, leading to delays in future
deliveries, especially when a shipper or
carrier uses a specific “slip” within a port.

additional challenges for downstream
supply chain processes.
For example, if a ship arrives late, without
notification to other carriers for over-theroad transport, carriers may inadvertently
affect drayage costs. Depending on
availability and existing contracts, shippers
could see higher freight spend in the form
of fines, penalties, changes to the dock

Shippers must use an APIbased systems to connect
to carrier platforms and gain
greater transparency into
the shipment status. More
information about shipment
while in route allows shippers

schedule at their facilities.

and downstream carriers

Now consider how this example could

alternative solution. This

affect port authorities. Ports operate
by giving carriers a set amount of time
to unload and move freight from the

to respond and develop an
effectively means shippers can
adjust the freight schedule as
necessary to reduce risk for
demurrage charges and better
plan resources.
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Mother Nature and
Climate Change Play
Devil’s Advocate
Ocean freight shipping comes with a risk
in the form of mother nature. Even with
the timeliest of weather forecasts and
information, things may go wrong. While
everyone understands this risk, few take
the time to consider how connecting to
carrier data provides a holistic view of their
shipping network, allowing a shipper to pivot
to another carrier should one carrier or lane
be impacted by a natural disaster.

An evolving predictive estimated time of
arrival (ETA) further refines the planning
processes for arrival, as well as loading
of freight. Since shippers gain insight into
when a shipment will arrive despite adverse
weather or changing sea levels, they can
make appropriate plans to reduce risk of
disruption.
Of course, the ideal solution would be to use
a system that advises how to achieve the
desired result.
In fact, Ocean Insights is working on a set
of prescriptive analytics tools that will make
clear, concise instructions for intervention
an integral part of service.
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While this is still under development with
Ocean Insights, the newer software will
launch as an add-on for partners in the
coming months.
Without getting into a political discussion,
shippers should also take another
consideration in managing future ocean

Outdated Information
Contributes to
Assumption-Based
Management, Not FactBased Decisions

freight shipping costs. It goes back to global
supply chain risk management. Remember

Outdated information holds an even greater

that global scientists agree that climate

risk in managing ocean freight spend. If a

change will lead to the premature closing

shipper takes the last known data point,

of ports. Even for ports that manage to

such as an estimated time of arrival, and

stay above water, various new facilities,

fails to follow through on it, all subsequent

channels, and equipment will be needed to

analytics’ insights and plans become

pay for upgrades.

meaningless.

Climate change is coming, and
shippers that do not take the steps
now to protect their assets and
understand freight spend will see an
uptick in total ocean freight spend
as climate change worsens. In other
words, more black swan weather

Climate change is coming,

events and even changing seaboards

and shippers that do not

will contribute to delays and limiting

take the steps now to

access to ports, further increasing
the risk of late arrivals and added
drayage/demurrage costs. More data
amounts to better planning and risk
management.

protect their assets and
understand freight spend
will see an uptick in total
ocean freight spend as
climate change worsens.
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Any insight is only as good as its relevance

technology to increase insights and

and timeliness. Therefore, more companies

visibility is too expensive, is false. All

have sought out one-size-fits-all supply

shippers need an affordable, viable

chain solution providers, which promise

solution for making fact-based decisions.

more visibility, better booking of freight,
more carrier negotiations and contracts,
and much more. Unfortunately, small and
mid-sized businesses (SMBs) may lack
the resources to invest in such platforms,
so it becomes easier to assume outdated
information is as good as it gets.
More importantly, Managing Vice President
at Gartner Chad Eschinger expects

An Inability to
Collaborate &
Communicate With
Carriers Decreases
Visibility

investment into supply chain management
platforms to continue leveling the playing
field:
“Between 2017 and 2021, Gartner
forecasts nearly $6 billion in total software
revenue will be added to the SCM market.
Digitalization is increasing demand for agility
and forcing new business models, which is
boosting spending in the SCM market.”
The demand for new business models, such
as SaaS platforms, help SMBs compete
and leverage new technology. It’s easy
to assume the total software revenue will
come from the largest BCOs. In reality, it will
come from a combination of BCO and SaaS
investments.
The growing investments into such

Senior supply chain leaders may also fail
to collaborate and communicate with
carriers to understand pricing models.
Miscommunication may lead to inaccurate
rating of containers, and when invoices
arrive, actual charges may be significantly
higher than expected charges. The
discrepancy leads to higher freight spend
and an inability to understand the changes.
Remember that pricing is a fluid subject,
capable of changing within minutes. This
fluidity reflects the hodge-podge of factors
that contribute to higher freight rates, such
as fuel costs, available containers, and
more. Unfortunately, the lack of access to
this data amounts to an assumption that the
current rate will remain the same.

technology dispel the assumption that
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Instead of leaving it to chance, shippers

latest boots for the holidays, but retailers

need to understand the various factors

remain waiting on their suppliers, etc.

contributing to freight rates. Part of this
understanding includes how well shippers

The list goes on. Here’s another example:

interact with carriers to schedule freight,
determine rates, and track shipment from
origin through destination.
Depending on the specific carrier,
guaranteed arrival and other warranties

Late or heavily surcharged freight due to
delays, such as compounding demurrage
charges and demurrage charges that
result from a vessel taking too much time

may be available that offer discounted or

within a slip and resulting in further delays

even no-cost shipping for containers that

in unloading the shipper’s other incoming

arrive too late. Of course, it all depends on

cargo, will have an adverse impact on

the unique contracts between shippers and
carriers.
The informed shipper can use this data
to ensure pricing reflects actual changes
in the market. Shippers without this data

inventory management strategies.

With companies across the globe are
working to optimize inventory and leverage
lean inventory management strategies,
the days of excessive overstock are over.

are at the mercy of carriers and a hope

Shippers will see customers upset over

that freight will arrive on time.

delays, and it is easy to see how a single
delay could amount to lasting customer
anguish and a flat-out refusal to purchase

Lower visibility and inability to access
and apply data will lead to poor customer
service as a customer of the carrier as
well. Remember that shippers are carriers’
customers too, not just business-tobusiness partners. Those same losses,
including delays in sending freight from
origin to destination, translate into lower
customer service levels for end-users, such

products from a specific shipper again.
With that in mind, using more data to
collaborate and communicate with carriers
can have a protective effect on inventory
management. Instead of hoping for the
best, shippers can leverage connected
systems to intervene and respond when
crises strike.

as customers that wish to purchase the
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Summary:
Comprehensive
Visibility and
Traceability Are Crucial
to Lowering Ocean
Freight Spend
The smallest of improvements in ocean
freight shipping management, such as
gaining access to real-time visibility into
shipment location and applying that

cost-effective and efficient ocean freight
management.
Ocean Insights provides reliable and
accurate data predictions that users can
trust. Since all information is consolidated
into a single platform, shippers realize
complete, end-to-end visibility from a
central dashboard, effectively helping
manage total freight spend without the
stress of traditional communications/contact
with each carrier individually.
Moreover, Ocean Insights is working with
an eye on the future, building an innovative

knowledge to better understand and

set of prescriptive analytics’ shipping tools.

manage the entire supply chain, is a
profound opportunity for improvement.
Shippers should exploit data and use it to
hold carriers accountable, improve their
level of customer service, keep customers
informed, measure supply chain efficiency,
and keep the all-seeing eye on total freight
spend.

These tools will tell shippers what to do to
reduce the risk of disruption when adverse
events occur, such as a delayed arrival. Of
course, Ocean Insights also understands
that not everyone will want newer, addedcost tools at first. As new functions and
features become available, they will
not be mandated within Ocean Insights’

Ocean Insights has built the platform that
connects carrier information and offers
the analytical insights around that allowing
shippers to act and achieve productive,

platform. Instead, they will become an addon service, letting shippers finally retake
control of total freight spend, having an
option to upgrade at their own pace.

Click To Get In Touch

www.project44.com

www.ocean-insights.com
www.ocean-insights.com
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